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Abstract 
Gordh Jr, G.R. and K.R. Kellum, Strong Darboux retracts, Topology and its Applications 53 
(1993) 1-5. 
We define a metric compactum M to be an absolute strong Darbou retract (ASDR) if for each 
separable metric space X containing M there exists a Darboux retraction of X onto M which is 
continuous off M. The following conditions are shown to be equivalent: (1) M is an ASDR. (2) 
M contains a dense arc-component. (3) For each embedding e of M into the Hilbert cube Q, 
e(M) admits a Darboux retraction of Q which is continuous off e(M). 
Keywords: Connected set; Darboux function; Dense arc-component; Metric continuum; Retrac- 
tion. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54C15; secondary 54C55, 54F20. 
Unless otherwise stated spaces are assumed to be separable and metric. A 
function which preserves connected sets is said to be Darboux. Let M be a 
compact subset of a space X. A function r : X -+ A4 is a Darboux retraction 161 if r 
is Darboux and r(x) = x for each x E M. If, in addition, r is continuous on X\M 
we say that r is a strong Darboux retraction. In this case, M is said to be a strong 
Darboux retract of X. Observe that the class of strong Darboux retractions 
properly contains the class of continuous retractions and is properly contained in 
the class of Darboux retractions. Motivated by the theory of AR’s (see [II> the 
authors [6] defined a compactum A4 to be an absolute Darboux retract (ADR) 
provided M is a Darboux retract of each space containing it. In the same spirit we 
define M to be an absolute strong Darboux retract (ASDR) provided M is a strong 
Darboux retract of each space containing it. Observe that every AR is an ASDR 
and every ASDR is an ADR. 
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In [6] it is proved that every continuum is an ADR [6, Theorem 51 and that 
every Peano continuum is an ASDR [6, Theorem 61. We are grateful to D.P. 
Bellamy for pointing out that the proof of Theorem 6 in [6] can be modified to 
show that each continuum with a dense arc-component is an ASDR. Our Theorem 
2 establishes that fact and its converse. 
We thank the referee for several helpful suggestions, including the statements 
of the following lemma and of Theorem 8. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a continuum and let M be a subcontinuum of X with empty 
interior. Assume X/M is arcwise connected. If M is a strong Darboux retract of X, 
then M has a dense arc-component. 
Proof. Suppose r : X-M is a strong Darboux retraction and let p E X\M. We 
shall show that the arc-component of r(p) in M is dense in M. Let U be open in 
M. Choose 4 EX\M so that r(q) E U. Let [p, ql be an arc in X\M with 
endpoints p and q. Since r is continuous on X\M, r([p, r]) is a Peano continuum 
containing r(p) and meeting U. Thus there is an arc in M from r(p) to U as 
required. q 
Theorem 2. A compactum M is an ASDR if and only if M contains a dense 
arc-component. 
Proof. Suppose that M is an ASDR. Since M must be a strong Darboux retract of 
the cone over M, M must have a dense arc-component by Lemma 1. 
Suppose now that M contains a dense arc-component D and let {pi: i = 0, 1, . . . ) 
be a countable dense subset of D. Assume that X is a space with metric d which 
contains M. For each natural number n 2 1, let [pO, p,] denote an arc in D with 
endpoints p,, and p,. Denote the positive real numbers by iw+. Let h : IX+-+ D be a 
continuous function such that h(t) =pO when t > 1, h(l/n) =pO for each natural 
number n > 1, and h([l/(n + 11, l/n]> = [p,,, p,]. Define f: X-+ M by letting 
f(x) =x if x EM and f(x) = f(d(x, M)) if x QZ M. Since h and d are continuous, 
r is continuous on X\M. Suppose that C is a connected subset of X. If C c M 
then f(C) = C is connected. If C n M = 0, then r(C) is connected by continuity. If 
C n M # @, then {d(x, MI: x E C} contains an open interval (0, t) for some t. 
Since h((0, t)) is connected and dense in M and f((O, t>> c r(C), it follows that 
r(C) is connected and dense in M. •I 
By analogy with the notion of ANR’s we define a compacturn M to be an 
absolute neighborhood strong Darboux retract (ANSDR) if for each space X 
containing M there exists a neighborhood N of M such that M is a strong 
Darboux retract of N. 
It is well known that a compacturn is an ANR if and only if it has finitely many 
components each of which is an ANR [l]. We now obtain an analogous, but much 
stronger, result for ANSDR’s. 
Theorem 3. A compa~tum M is an ANSDR if and amy if M has ~nitely muny 
components each of which is an ASDR. 
Proof, Assume that M is an ANSDR. Let X = Q X [0, 11 where Q denotes the 
Hilbert cube. Without loss of generality, suppose that A4 G Q X (0). Let N be a 
neighborhood of M in X which admits a strong Darboux retraction r : N -+ M, If 
M has infinitely many components, then some component C of N meets distinct 
components of M ~ntradicting the fact that r(C) must be a connected subset of 
M. Thus M has finitely many components, say M,, M,, . . . , MR. For each i G n, it 
is not difficult to construct a continuum X, GN, such that Mi is contained in the 
boundary of Xi and X,\Mi is arcwise connected. By Lemma 1, each Mi contains a 
dense arc-component. Thus each Mj is an ASDR. 0 
A compactum M contained in an AR, say X, is an AR if and only if M is a 
continuous retract of X 111. The anaiogous statement for ASDR’s is false, even 
when X is Q or [O, l]” (see Example 9); however, we have several closely related 
results. 
Theorem 4. A compactum M is an ASDR if and on@ if for each embedding 
e : M + Q, the image e(M) is a strong Darboux retract of Q. 
Proof. Let e:Cone(M) --, Q be an embedding and let r : Q + e(M) be a strong 
Darboux retraction. Then r / e(Cone(M)) is a strong Darboux retraction of 
e(Cone(M)> onto e(M). By Lemma 1, M is an ASDR. q 
Theorem 5. If M is a strong Darboux retract of [O, 11” such that M has empty 
interior and M does not separate [0, l]“, then M is an ASDR. 
Proof. Using the fact that M has empty interior it is easy to establish that the set 
A of points of M which are arcwise accessible from the complement of M is dense 
in M. Let p E [0, 13” \M and for each point q EA, let [p, q] denote an arc which 
meets M only at q. Let r : [0, 11” -+ M be a strong Darboux retraction. By Lemma 
1, the arc-component of the point r(p) is dense in M. 0 
Corollary 6. Let M be a finite dimensional compacturn. Then M is an ASDR if and 
only if for each natural number n and each embedding e : M + [O, l]“, the image 
e(M) is a sfrong Darboux retract of [0, 11”. 
Proof. Embed M into [O, llnP1 c [O, 11” and apply Theorem 5. 0 
Corollary 7. Let M be an m-dimensional compactum. Then M is an ASDR if and 
only if there exists an embedding e : M + [0, 11” where n 3 m + 2 such that e(M) is a 
strong Darboux retract of [O, 11”. 
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Proof. The condition n > m + 2 implies that e(M) has empty interior and does not 
separate [O, 11” (see [ll). I7 
Theorem 8. Suppose M is a subcontinuum of a Peano continuum X. If for each 
component A of X/M, cl(A)\A has a dense arc-component, then M is a strong 
Darboux retract of X. 
Proof. To define r, let it be the identity on M. For each component A of X\M, 
let r I cl(A) : cl(A) + cl(A) \A be the strong Darboux retraction guaranteed by 
Theorem 2. Since each such A is open, it follows that r is a strong Darboux 
retraction. 0 
Example 9. Let S1 be a simple closed curve in (0, 1j2 and let D, and D, be the 
components of [0, 112\S’. For i = 1, 2 let Ri be a ray in Di which spirals down to 
S1. Let M, = S’ U Ri and let M = M, U M2. By Theorem 8, M is a strong Darboux 
retract of [O, 112, yet M is not an ASDR since it contains no dense arc-component. 
Similar examples can be obtained in all dimensions by taking the product of the 
example with [O, 11” or Q. This shows that the dimension restriction is necessary in 
Corollary 7. 
Example 10. One might conjecture that a Hausdorff continuum with a dense 
arc-component is a strong Darboux retract of any Hausdorff continuum containing 
it. The following simple example shows this to be false. Let [p, q] denote the “long 
arc” (i.e., [p, q] is an ordered continuum such that every proper subcontinuum 
containing p is a metrizable arc but [p, q] is not). Let x be the Hausdorff 
continuum obtained from [p, ql U [O, 11 by identifying p with 0 and q with 1. 
Clearly [ p, q] contains a dense arc-component. But [p, q] is not a strong Darboux 
retract of X for if so there would exist a continuous map from (0, 1) onto (p, q). 
By taking [p, q] in this example to be any ordered continuum such that card[p, ql 
> c, one obtains an example of a Hausdorff continuum which is not a Darboux 
retract of some Hausdorff continuum containing it. Thus the fact that every metric 
continuum is an ADR [6, Theorem 51 does not generalize to the Hausdorff setting. 
Remark. In [2] Brown proved that a Darboux function of Baire class 1 from the 
reals into the reals is almost continuous. Our results can be used to show that 
Brown’s theorem does not generalize to functions from a disk into itself. 
First recall that a function f : X -+X is almost continuous if for each open set U 
in X x X containing f there exists a continuous function g : X+X contained in 
U. A function is of Baire class 1 provided it is the pointwise limit of a sequence of 
continuous functions. 
Now let D be a disk with boundary S, and let r : D -+ S be a strong Darboux 
retraction constructed as in the proof of Theorem 2. Let f : D -+ D be defined by 
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f(x) = r(x) for each x ED. It follows from [5, Theorem 2, p. 3951 that f is of Baire 
class 1. (In fact one can easily exhibit a sequence of continuous functions converg- 
ing pointwise to f.) However, by [3, Theorem 131, f cannot be almost continuous 
since S does not have the fixed point property. 
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